
RIGHT OF ADMISSION RESERVED.

COVID PROTOCOLS APPLY.

EAST COAST RADIO HOUSE + GARDEN SHOW IS 
ORGANISED BY H&G EXHIBITION PARTNERSHIP. 

ENTER AT OWN RISK.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:
H&G Exhibition Partnership (“H&G”) and all its affiliates, East Coast Radio House + Garden Show (”the H&G Show”), the venue, all contractors 

and any of its partners, officials, agents, employees and sponsors associated with the H&G Show shall not be liable to any visitor at the H&G Show 
for any personal injury, loss of, or damage to property, the death of any visitor, spouse, life partner or child, howsoever arising or as a result of any 

act or omission on the part of H&G, its affiliates,  East Coast Radio House + Garden Show, the venue, all contractors and any of its directors, officials 
agents, employees and sponsors associated with the H&G Show.

While H&G endeavours to ensure the utmost quality in as far as the H&G Show is concerned, it cannot be held liable for any goods purchased from 
an exhibitor or at the H&G show that may be damaged or defective. H&G does not guarantee in any manner at all that the goods or products so 

purchased are free of defects and any liability whatsoever shall rest with the exhibitor. 

No claims, including but not limited to, defective goods will be dealt with by the Company.

Any agreement (oral or in writing) entered into by a visitor to the H&G Show and an exhibitor is strictly between them and under no circumstances 
will H&G be held liable for any damages or loss suffered by the visitor or the exhibitor as a result of the aforementioned agreement or transaction. 

H&G will not be held liable for any damages, fire, theft or destruction of any nature whatsoever to vehicles parked at the H&G Show. 
All vehicles parked at the premises are parked at the owner’s risk. H&G does not accept any liability in as far as any vehicle is concerned, 

whether stationery or being operated by any person at the time.

Any visitor who enters the H&G Show venue does so at his/her own risk and by accepting receipt of the ticket 
for the H&G Show accepts the terms of this indemnity. 

The following items are prohibited and may not be brought into the H&G Show venue: firearms, knives, glass bottles or any items deemed not suitable 
for admission by security. Bags and Visitor Guides are an added value and are given out on a first come first served basis while stocks last.

ANYONE ENTERING EAST COAST RADIO HOUSE + GARDEN SHOW 
HEREBY AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING:
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